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Abstract: This paper aimed to evaluate the Portuguese scientific production within Tourism,
Leisure and Hospitality Management (TLHM). To this end, 572 papers from 51 peer-reviewed
Scopus journals were mapped through a mixed bibliometric analysis method. The results indicated
that Portugal has a significant TLHM research production, with an outstanding performance in
terms of topic prominence percentile. Additionally, Portuguese TLHM research collaboration has
increased significantly in recent years. It should be pointed out, however, that this production is
significantly skewed towards tourism-specific studies rather than hospitality. This study presents a
new bibliometric contribution by bringing the SciVal topic prominence and prominence percentile
to the TLHM field and presenting a new country research performance model, indicating a new
way to evaluate a country’s research performance. Additionally, this investigation featuring the
overall structure of Portuguese TLHM research provides clear outlines to concerned bodies regarding
researcher and institution performance and gives helpful and timely information to researchers,
scholars, government managers, industry managers, and tourism and hospitality consultants.

Keywords: bibliometric analysis; country research performance model; SciVal topic prominence;
tourism; leisure and hospitality

1. Introduction

Merigó et al.’s [1] study revealed that tourism research has 50 years of scientific publications.
However, bibliometric research concerning institution, author, or journal performance applied to
TLHM is only 21 years old. The first known study dedicated to this domain was carried out by
Howey et al. [2]. Existing studies focus on the institution performance [3–5], author performance [1,6–8]
or journal performance [2,9].

If we consider bibliometrics applied to the sustainability of TLHM, a great diversity of variables and
topics arise, from sports tourism [10] to cultural and natural tourism [11], sustainability perceptions [12],
among many other topics. However, the country’s performance, in turn, has received no academic
attention and, thus, represents a research gap.

Research on productivity depends on metrics that measure variables, which are supposed to
define academic excellence. This academic excellence is normally called performance and this term is
associated with many programs and departments of institutions recognized as possessing high-quality
research outputs [13]. The bibliometric methods to assess performance are generally divided into
three types: review studies, evaluative approaches, and relational approaches [14,15]. The techniques
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of all approaches have the same goal: to classify the research performance/productivity of authors,
institutions, or journals [16]. Therefore, a country’s performance in each area of knowledge is measured
through rankings of institution productivity in that area. This, in turn, depends on the productivity of
authors and leads to a final ranking of a country’s performance [5,16].

Within the extant literature on TLHM, bibliometric studies on a country’s performance focusing
on research collaboration are nonexistent. Besides, despite the existence of some bibliometric studies
applied to TLHM (i.e., those cited in the previous paragraph), none has cross-referenced content analysis
of variables such as SciVal topic prominence and prominence percentile. The latter is an indicator
that predicts whether a topic will grow or decline in the future, besides pointing to emerging research
topics [17]. Therefore, analyzing it and cross-referencing it with other variables is of utmost importance.

Considering this scenario, the following research question emerged: How to analyze a country’s
research performance in a certain area? Aiming to address this question, the present study’s main
objective is to design an assessment model to measure a country’s performance on TLHM research.
To operationalize this objective, Portugal was chosen as the study’s setting, first considering that,
in the SCImago country ranking, in the subject domain Business, Management and Accounting and in
the subject category Tourism, Leisure and Hospitality Management, Portugal is ranked 17th out of
183 countries [18], which reveals that this field of research has some relevance. Second, the Portuguese
tourism sector, namely, the hospitality industry, reached a significant growth due to the impact it has
on employment and on Gross Domestic Product (GDP) [19]. This is associated with the increase in
the number of players and the consequent need for hoteliers to base their decisions on innovative
academic studies, namely, tourism, leisure and hospitality research studies.

The literature review did not find studies that measured the performance of a country in TLHM in
the Scopus database, just as it did not find studies that use SciVal topic prominence as a performance
indicator. In this context, the following specific objectives were adopted:

• Mapping Portuguese scientific production in TLHM;
• Including the research domain and topic prominence to map scientific production in TLHM

and to characterize the country’s overall performance, in addition to the number of articles and
author indicators;

• Assuming that the SCImago Journal & Country Rank (SJR) score is the most relevant indicator of
the journal’s productivity to define a country’s performance;

• Improving the country’s institution research performance, including new performance indicators:
number of first authors, number of authors by SJR, SciVal topic prominence in authorship
productivity, and collaboration (for author and institution collaborations);

• Proposing a methodological bibliometric analysis model to analyze the country’s performance in
TLHM research based on three analysis dimensions (country’s overall performance, country’s
journal performance and country’s institution performance), each measured by several indicators;

• Establishing a concept for the country’s research performance model in TLHM.

The methodological bibliometric analysis model to analyze the country’s TLHM performance
proposed and employed in this paper encompassed a total of 23 variables, which were grouped in
three country performance dimensions: overall performance, journal performance and institution
performance. The analysis was based on a set of 572 papers published in the Scopus database until
April 2020. The collected data were first harmonized with DB Gnosis version 3v3 and R Studio version
1.2.5042 software programs (Boston, MA, USA) and, subsequently, a content analysis was carried out.
The analysis of the data was made by mixing two bibliometric methods.

The results revealed that there were fluctuations in the ranking of authors and institutions,
depending on the type of variable analyzed, which suggests that a sustainable bibliometric model
should include analyses of different dimensions of variables to characterize the performance of a
country, and which justifies the TLHM country research performance model that we present in this
work. The proposed model is justified, for example, because the findings revealed that, when the
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Portuguese average collaboration over time improved, the production of papers increased and the
scientific production in the 99th–100th percentile rose. This demonstrated that research collaboration
improves productivity and is therefore a clear indicator of a country’s performance. In addition,
the production in tourism and hospitality is different, as well as the topic prominence, which indicated
that research domain, topic prominence, and prominence percentile to map scientific production in
TLHM are needed variables to characterize the country’s overall performance.

This study revealed that three Portuguese institutions stood out: ISCTE-IUL (Lisbon), University of
Algarve, and University of Aveiro have been leading TLHM research, both in publication numbers
and collaboration networks. This could be possibly related to the fact that these universities are the
ones in Portugal that have doctoral programs in tourism. This result will support the arguments of the
Portuguese Polytechnic Institutes, who have been trying to implement doctoral programs since 2018,
which, through collaboration among researchers from various countries, will increase the productivity
of an institution and, consequently, encourage the financing of projects. Precisely through the increase
of research funding, the Polytechnic Institutes expect to grant the Doctor’s degree, which will open an
opportunity for greater and better research co-authorships.

For TLHM researchers and universities, this study reveals the overall structure of the topic as
well as research gaps and emerging research areas by identifying the SciVal research topics that are
growing or declining. Moreover, for Portuguese authors, this study identifies: where they are on
TLHM, how they can identify new collaborations, and what research topics does a journal cover.
For bibliometric researchers, the study brings a new indicator to map science and to qualify the
research performance of a country, institution, or author: the SciVal Topic prominence and prominence
percentile. Even more, this study proposes a new country research performance model that indicates
the best way of evaluating a country’s research output. For journals, this study provides information
on who are the top experts and potential reviewers. Finally, since tourism and hospitality touch
the industrial sector, this work offers managers information that can be useful in designing new
management strategies.

2. Literature Review

As argued by Merigó et al. [1], in recent years research on tourism, leisure and hospitality has
increased considerably. Bibliometric studies on these areas have also significantly increased in number.
Moreover, as shown in Table 1, there is a great variety of approaches and variables employed to analyze
research production in TLHM.

Focusing on the studies in Table 1, the first bibliometric study on TLHM [2] analyzed keyword and
main topics. Six years later, Jogaratnam et al. [4] analyzed university performance, to which the number
of papers, authors, and cross-citations were used as indicators. In the same study, the bibliometric
analysis focused on author affiliation, repeat authorship, and research contributions. Subsequently,
McKercher [6] and Law et al. [20] analyzed author performance based on the number of papers,
citations, and most popular topics. To this end, the authors employed quantitative variables, such as
papers per journal, and categorical ones, such as institutional affiliations of authors.

Two years later, the focus shifted to journal performance. Park et al. [5] analyzed journals by
topic domain and authorship affiliation, cross-checking authors and number of journal publications
per year. Tsang and Hsu [7], in turn, also analyzed again the number of journal publications per year.
In addition, the authors introduced the analysis of publications by disciplines. Author citations gained
relevance in TLHM bibliometric research in 2013, as Benckendorff and Zehrer [3] employed self-citation,
h-index, g-index, keywords, and main topics as performance indicators. The number of publications
in high-impact journals emerged as an indicator in the study carried out by Mulet-Forteza et al. [9],
who also analyzed citation and author rankings.
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Table 1. Prior bibliometric studies in TLHM.

Bibliometric Approaches Authors Topic Analyzed Variables

Co-citation analysis Howey et al. [2] Tourism and hospitality
research journals Citation, keywords, and main topics.

Ranking Jogaratnam et al. [4] Hospitality and tourism
research

Research contributions by universities:
Rank universities, number of papers,

number of authors, research
productivity. Rank universities by

journals. Repeat contributions
by authors.

Co-citation analysis McKercher [6]
Tourism scholars in two
time periods (1970–2007,

and 1998–2007)

Citations by authors analysis:
Number of articles, total citations,
year of 1st publication, h-index,

g-index, appearance on other lists of
leading contributors.

Ranking Law et al. [20] Most influential articles
in tourism journals

Authors by citation articles:
total citations, cites rank, average

citation per year. Most popular topics.

Ranking Park et al. [5] Hospitality and tourism
research

Rank authors, affiliation, journals by
topic domain. Prolific universities by

number of points in each domain.

Ranking Tsang and Hsu [7] Tourism and hospitality
research in China

Publication by journal and year,
publications by disciplines (tourism,

hospitality, restaurants, airline).
Institutions by country and journals.

Co-citation analysis
/network analysis Benckendorff and Zehrer [3] Tourism research

Citation authorship by author and
institution, Citation details: citations,
Self-Citation, GS h-index, GS g-index.

Ranking Mulet-Forteza et al. [9]
Bibliometric structure of
the Journal of Travel &

Tourism Marketing

Number of publications, title, year,
citation, authors.

Ranking Mulet-Forteza et al. [21] Tourism, leisure and
hospitality

Evolution of journal impact factors
and total citations from 2010 to 2016
by total citation and factor impact.
The 10 categories with the greatest
number of journals. H-index and

citations per paper ratio.

Co-citation, bibliographic
coupling and

co-occurrence of keywords
Mulet-Forteza et al. [22] IJCHM journal Citation, keywords.

Ranking Vishwakarma and
Mukherjee [8]

Tourism Recreation
Research journal

Annual number of publications.
Annual citation structure. Top 100

most cited documents by article title,
authors, citations.

Ranking and co-citation
analysis Merigó et al. [1] 20 years of Tourism

Geographies
Most cited and viewed articles by

authors, title, year, citation.

In 2019, keywords, citations, and publication in high-impact journals were employed again by
Vishwakarma and Mukherjee [8], who also introduced the bibliometric output of the top 100 most
cited documents. In the same year, Mulet-Forteza et al. [21,22] analyzed journal impact factors and
total citations between 2010 and 2016, using the number of journals in TLHM, h-index, the number
of citations per paper ratio, and keywords as indicators. More recently, Merigó et al. [1] focused on
citations, using author and year as analysis variables. To this end, the authors employed four main
variables: most cited papers, paper views (on the Scopus platform) by author, journal ranking, and
most prominent authors. The review of bibliometric studies in TLHM revealed that many different
variables were used to measure the performance of authors, universities, and journals.

A further analysis of more recent bibliometric studies focusing on sustainability applied to
tourism and hospitality revealed that the studies mostly focus on the sustainability of tourism topics.
Some examples include the concepts of sustainable tourism [23], sustainability and competitiveness
in tourism and destinations [24], the Airbnb phenomenon [25], golf tourism [26], and tourism
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management [27], among other topics. However, during the literature review carried out as part of
the present investigation, no study measuring a country’s performance in THLM research was found.
Moreover, studies employing topic prominence as a performance indicator were also nonexistent.

Topic prominence provided by Scopus can be analyzed on the SciVal platform and combines three
metrics to indicate the momentum of the topic: (1) Citation count in year n of papers published in n
and n − 1; (2) Scopus view count in year n to papers published in n and n − 1; and (3) Average CiteScore
for year n. The topic prominence indicator is useful to identify whether a research topic is growing
or declining. Therefore, it is normally used to support research funding [28]. Topic prominence is
expressed as percentiles by Scopus and, as argued by Wang and Shapira [29], high-impact articles
(i.e., articles positioned in the 90th and 95th percentiles) are much more likely to be associated with
acknowledged funding, compared with low-impact articles. To assess the percentile indicator of the
most prominent topics, Bornmann et al. [30] applied the assessment of prominence percentiles by
percentile rank classes (e.g., grouping topics), and Boyack [31] used the mean of percentile citations.
Among other variables, it is precisely the performance in a given country and the importance of
considering the topic prominence that guide this study.

3. Methodology

3.1. Data Collection and Systematization Procedures

The data collection procedures took place in April 2020. The quartile classification that guided the
selection of journals and articles, however, refers to 2018. This is because SCImago only releases the
journals’ quartile classification for each year in June of the following year. Therefore, in April 2020,
the latest classification had been released in June 2019 and concerned the year 2018. In this context,
the current study analyzed articles on TLHM published up to 2018 by Portuguese scholars in journals
indexed in the Scopus database. Among these, the research focused on journals ranked in the two
best quartiles (Q1 and Q2) by the SCImago Journal & Country Rank in 2018 (Scientific Journal
Rankings, SJR 2018). These quartiles included journals that have a stable impact factor, that is, that are
considered the most appropriate journals to delineate scientific performance, and their content is
accepted as endorsed knowledge. For this reason, several previous studies (e.g., Koseoglu et al. [14];
Mardanov et al. [32]) employed the same approach. Articles were retrieved from each journal according
to the following search criteria: country/territory (Portugal) and document type (article). The final
database included 572 papers by 639 authors (co-authorship mean = 2.84), and published in 51 different
high-impact journals, as summarized in Figure 1.

A more detailed description of the database is presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Database description.

Description
Results

Description
Results

Main Information about Data Main Information about Data

Timespan 1986:2020 AUTHORS
Sources (Journals) 51 Authors 639

Average years from publication 5.01 Author Appearances 1.167
Average citations per document 16.88 Authors of single-authored documents 36

Average citations per year per doc 2.481 Authors of multi-authored documents 603
References 23.642 AUTHORS COLLABORATION

DOCUMENT TYPES Single-authored documents 52
Article 572 Documents per Author 0.643

DOCUMENT CONTENTS Authors per Document 1.55
Keywords Plus (ID) 548 Co-Authors per Document 2.84

Author’s Keywords (DE) 939 Collaboration Index 1.68
TOPIC PROMINENCE 246 PROMINENCE PERCENTILE 246

TOTAL INSTITUTIONS 148
RESEARCH DOMAIN

Tourism articles
Hospitality articles

522
50
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Figure 1. Data collection process.

The collected data were downloaded in BibTeX format from Scopus. Subsequently, R Studio
software (version 1.2.5042, Boston, MA, USA) was used to eliminate duplicates and create a unified
database. Then, following the example of Aria and Cuccurullo [33], the data were subjected to a network
analysis, which was carried out with R Bibliometrix 3.0 (Naples, Italy). The next step was a categorical
content analysis. However, before carrying out this analysis, the data had to be homogenized, as there
are differences in data presentation among journals (including details such as full stops, commas,
spaces between words, numerations in authors’ affiliations, etc.). Moreover, the SciVal topic prominence,
topic prominence percentile, SCImago SJR 2018 and first authorship information were retrieved
manually from the Scopus and SCImago databases, as Scopus does not provide this data in the output.
Homogenizing the data prior to content analysis is also advised by reference authors for qualitative
analysis in general (i.e., Bardin [34]) and as specifically applied to tourism research (i.e., Camprubí and
Coromina [35]). Once homogenized, the data were finally subjected to the categorical content analysis
with the aid of DB Gnosis 3v3 software (see http://favouritedestinations.com/en/dbgnosis/).

3.2. Data Analysis Procedures

Within the present study, Portuguese research performance on THLM was analyzed through
a set of quantitative and qualitative variables, which were based on previous bibliometric studies
(e.g., Hanssen et al. [36]; Harris and Brander Brown [37]; Ye et al. [16]). A first deductive content
analysis was applied for the enrichment of the exploratory attempt since, as suggested by Marshall and
Rossman [38], this approach is useful for a global view of data. The content analysis approach used
was variable-oriented, which typically examines relatively few variables across a large number of cases,
following similar analyses in content analysis (e.g., Miles and Hauberman’s [39] research). This first
exploratory analysis was useful to understand the data behavior and was necessary to classify the
articles into specific tourism research areas, which became the first variable of the model. To this end,
the articles were grouped into two research domains based on Wilson et al. [40]: tourism and hospitality.

http://favouritedestinations.com/en/dbgnosis/
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The SciVal topic prominence was distributed in 11 portions or percentiles. Then, the frequency in
each percentile was used as a criterion to rank the articles. Topic prominence distribution presents a
number of advantages over standard bibliometric variables that are used in similar studies. The higher
the percentile, the greater the impact of the article [28,31]. While analyzing the data quantitatively,
the authors asked questions, took notes, and made analysis decisions [41]. To answer these questions,
all analyses were performed through an inductive content analysis approach, taking theory as support,
asking questions, and hypothesizing to generate a solid analysis and theory [42,43].

To create the network of collaboration among themes, institutions, and authors, we used the
R Bibliometrix 3.0 (Naples, Italy) through biblioshiny (a shiny app providing a web interface for R
Bibliometrix). The network analysis was made for the top 10 of the most frequent publications. We used
specific and previously tested criteria for the elaboration of the outputs, namely, the number of nodes
and Min edges. The scientific collaboration network is a network where nodes are authors and links are
co-authorships, as the latter is one of the most well-documented forms of scientific collaboration [33,44].
Min edges, in turn, are the longest distance (length of the shortest path between two nodes) in the
network. For the network analysis carried out in the present investigation, 50 nodes and five Min edges
were adopted as network parameters. Using the networkStat function, several summary statistics were
calculated. These included a bibliographic matrix (or a graph object), where two groups of descriptive
measures were computed as the summary statistics of the network and the main indices of centrality
and prestige of vertices.

To obtain the network among authors, the command line “NetMatrix <- biblioNetwork (M,
analysis = “collaboration”, network = “authors”, sep = “ was used. To get the network collaboration
among countries, we used the command line “NetMatrix <- biblioNetwork(M, analysis = “collaboration”,
network = “countries”, sep = “. The keywords network was achieved through the command “NetMatrix
<- biblioNetwork (M, analysis = “co-occurrences”, network = “keywords”, sep = “;”) netstat <-
networkStat(NetMatrix”. To create the keyword co-occurrences network, “NetMatrix <- biblioNetwork
(M, analysis = “co-occurrences”, network = “keywords”, sep = “ was employed. To draw the network,
“net = networkPlot (NetMatrix, normalize = “association”, weighted = T, n = 30, Title = “Keyword
Co-occurrences”, type = “fruchterman”, size = T, edgesize = 5, labelsize = 0.7” was used. Finally,
to perform a conceptual structure using keywords, “CS <- conceptual Structure (M, field = “ID”,
method = “CA”, minDegree = 4, clust = 5, stemming = FALSE, labelsize = 10, documents = 10” was
entered. In graphical parameters, we used proposed criteria of R Bibliometrix, which defines opacity as
0.7, label size as 6, and 50 as the number of labels, to which the command “net = networkPlot(NetMatrix,
normalize = “salton”, weighted = NULL, n = 100, Title = “AuthorsCoupling”, type = “fruchterman,
size = 5, size.cex = T, remove.multiple = TRUE, labelsize = 6, label.n = 50, label.cex = F” was employed.

The crossing of variables and grouping analysis generated the proposed model (Figure 2).
Content analysis was also employed to help understand the relationships among the figures,

tables, rankings, and networks.
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4. Results: The Structure of Portuguese TLHM Research Performance

4.1. Overall Portuguese TLHM Academic Research

4.1.1. Overall Performance

TLHM research in Portugal started in 1986, with the publication of the paper entitled “Macau”,
by Duncan [45], in Cities. Within the next decade, only three more papers were published: one in
1991, in the same journal, and two in 1994, in the International Journal of Retail and Distribution
Management and in the Annals of Tourism Research. This first decade of TLHM publications is
summarized in Figure 3.

Regarding the research domain, Figure 4 reveals that, as of 2010, when publications started to ramp
up, TLHM research in Portugal became increasingly skewed towards tourism studies, which accounted
for nearly all the growth in publications. Tourism studies in Portugal emerged in 1986 (with Duncan’s
article [45]) and reached their peak in publications in 2019, showing a relatively stable and significant
growth in the last decade. Regarding the hospitality domain, the first article was published in 1998.
Moreover, publication numbers have been consistently low. The peak was in 2015, and even then,
only five papers were published.
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Regarding journal productivity, Table 3 reveals that 54% of the Portuguese TLHM research was
published in journals with SJR > 1. Regarding journal quartile classification (Table 4), 405 articles were
published in Q1 journals, while 167 were published in Q2 journals.

Moreover, as shown in Table 4, Tourism Economics and Tourism Management journals are those
preferred by Portuguese TLHM scholars.

Regarding research collaboration, as shown previously (see Table 2), Portuguese TLHM articles
presented a collaboration index of 1.68. However, as more clearly illustrated in Figure 5, this index has
been constantly increasing, so that, within the last four years, the average is significantly higher than
that of the overall analysis period: 3.
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Table 3. SCImago Journal Rank (SJR) 2018.

SCIMAGO SJR 2018 < 1 SCIMAGO SJR 2018 > 1 SCIMAGO SJR 2018 > 2

SJR value Number of articles SJR value Number of articles SJR value Number of articles SJR value Number of articles
0.6 40 (continuation) 1.25 34 2.92 40
0.82 32 0.43 5 1.37 29 2 21
0.97 23 0.49 5 1.44 29 2.18 19
0.77 20 0.74 5 1.85 27 3.18 15
0.51 17 0.8 5 1.32 23
0.69 16 0.9 5 1.84 16
0.62 13 0.5 4 1.29 12
0.78 12 0.58 4 1.14 10
0.48 8 0.76 4 1.36 9
0.53 8 0.55 3 1.21 7
0.54 8 0.59 2 1.28 6
0.61 8 0.88 2 1.16 4
0.99 7 0.96 2 1.9 4
0.45 6 0.73 1 1.77 2

(to be continued)
Total 265 212 95

Table 4. Top 20 journals publishing TLHM articles.

Sample = 51 journals; SJR RANK 2018: Q1 = 405; Q2 = 167

Rank Journal Number
Articles SJR 2018 Rank Journal Number

Articles SJR 2018

1 Tourism Economics 40 0.6 11 Journal of Hospitality and
Tourism Management 17 0.82

2 Tourism Management 40 2.92 12 Tourism Planning and Development 17 0.51
3 Applied Geography 34 1.25 13 Current Issues in Tourism 16 1.84
4 Cities 29 1.44 14 Tourism and Hospitality Research 16 0.69

5
International Journal of

Contemporary
Hospitality Management

27 1.85 15 Journal of Tourism and
Cultural Change 15 0.82

6 International Journal of Tourism
Research 23 1.32 16 Journal of Travel and

Tourism Marketing 15 1.37

7 Tourism Management Perspectives 23 0.97 17 Journal of Travel Research 15 3.18

8 International Journal of
Hospitality Management 21 2 18 Journal of Sustainable Tourism 14 1.37

9 International Journal of Retail and
Distribution Management 21 0.77 19 Journal of Service Management 12 1.29

10 Annals of Tourism Research 19 2.18 20 Journal of Hospitality and
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4.1.2. Topic Prominence

The last analyzed variables regarding Portugal’s general performance on TLHM research are
related to SciVal topic prominence. In this regard, Figure 6 reveals that 92% of the country’s research
production in this area was above the 50th percentile. Moreover, 59% of all Q1 and Q2 journals
publishing Portuguese papers were within the 90th percentile.
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Focusing on the two best percentiles, Figure 7 shows that the number of papers published in journals
from the 91st–98th percentile has continuously increased since 1996, reaching its peak—50 articles—in
2019. Regarding the 99th–100th percentile, Portuguese papers only started to be published in this
level of journals in 2010. However, since then, the number of published papers has also continuously
increased, reaching a maximum of 20 in 2019. In fact, this growth trend occurred on a global level and
can be confirmed at the Scopus database.

The topics on the two most prominent percentiles (91st–98th and 99th–100th) were analyzed,
both quantitatively and qualitatively, in terms of topic prominence, number of publications by year,
number of authors studying the topic, and first author and affiliation. As shown in Tables 5 and 6,
the most prominent topics within the 91st–98th percentile all refer to tourism studies. In this context,
“Festival|Festivals|Music Festival” was by far the most popular topic, with 36 papers, followed by
“Destination Image|Destination|Destination Images” (19) and “Tourism Demand|Tourism|Tourism
Flows” (12). These topics emerged between the late 1990s and the early 2000s and have slowly
grown in popularity since then. Regarding Festivals, in particular, there was a spike in popularity
in the last two years (2018 and 2019), when five and 12 papers, respectively, were published in this
percentile. Regarding the first author affiliation, these topics were mainly researched by scholars from
the University of Algarve, the University of Aveiro, the Centre for Tourism Research, Development
and Innovation (CiTUR)-Polytechnic of Leiria, the University of Massachusetts-Amherst, USA, and the
Polytechnic Institute of Viana do Castelo.
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Table 5. Topic prominence ranking in the 91st–98th percentile.

Topic Prominence Content Analysis: Percentile 91–98
Sample = 246

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

1 Festival|Festivals|Music Festival 36

1999-1, 2000-1,
2006-1, 2007-2,
2008-2, 2012-2,
2013-3, 2014-4,
2016-1, 2017-2,

2018-5,
2019-12

98.315 115 Correia A, 4
Kastenholz E, 4

University of
Algarve

University of
Aveiro

2
Destination

Image|Destination|Destination
Images

19

2004-1, 2005-1,
2009-1, 2010-1,
2011-2, 2012-2,
2013-1, 2014-2,
2016-2, 2018-2,
2019-2, 2020-2

97.903 54 Cardoso L, 2
CiTUR,

Polytechnic of
Leiria

3 Tourism Demand|Tourism|Tourism
Flows 12

2000-1, 2005-2,
2011-1, 2012-1,
2013-1, 2014-2,
2016-2, 2017-2

95.903 26 Assaf AG, 2
University of

Massachusetts-
Amherst, USA

4 Tourism|Economic
Growth|Tourism-led Growth 9

2007-1, 2008-1,
2012-1, 2015-1,
2016-1, 2018-1,
2019-1, 2020-2

93.888 22 Andraz JM, 2
Fonseca N, 2

University of
Algarve

Polytechnic
Institute of Viana

do Castelo

5 Sports|Event|Mega Events 8
2010-1, 2015-2,
2017-2, 2018-1,
2019-1, 2020-1

97.546 25 Almeida A, 1 University of
Aveiro

6 Customer
Experience|Retail|Shopping Malls 6

2008-1, 2010-1,
2011-1, 2014-1,

2017-2
98.530 11 Loureiro SMC, 6 ISCTE-IUL,

Lisboa

7 Food|Tourism|Culinary Tourism 6 2013-2, 2015-1,
2017-2, 2019-1 95.348 16 Teixeira VAV, 1 Universidade

Nova de Lisboa

8 Wine|Wines|Wine Consumers 6 2015-1, 2018-1,
2019-3, 2020-1 96.444 24 Rita P, 1

Brochado A,1
ISCTE-IUL,

Lisboa

9 Fire|Forest Fire|Forest Fires 5 2012-1, 2014-2,
2017-2 96.700 18 Oliveira S, 2 University of

Coimbra

10 Hotels|Revenue
Management|Hotel Revenue 5 2015-1, 2018-1,

2019-3 92.531 15 Antonio N, 1 ISCTE-IUL,
Lisboa

(1) Rank; (2) Variable name; (3) Number of articles; (4) Publication year; (5) Prominence percentile; (6) Number of
authors studying; (7) Top first author and number of articles; (8) First author’s affiliation.
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Table 6. Topic prominence ranking in the 99th–100th percentile.

Topic Prominence: Percentile 99–100
Sample = 79

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

1
Tourism|Tourism

Development|Community-based
Tourism

27

1997-1, 2010-1,
2011-2, 2013-2,
2015-5, 2016-2,
2017-3, 2018-6,
2019-3, 2020-2

99.914 83 Ribeiro MA, 3 University of
Algarve

2 Social Media|Reviews|Electronic
Word 22

2012-1, 2014-1,
2015-1, 2016-1,
2017-3, 2020-1,
2018-5, 2019-9

99.377 71 Moro S, 4 ISCTE-IUL,
Lisboa

3 Industry|Manufacture|Service
Ecosystems 4 2014-1, 2017-1,

2019-2 99.855 14 Beirão G, 1 University of
Porto

4 Carbon Emission|Energy
Utilization|Carbon Intensity 2 2015-1, 2017-1 99.584 6 Moutinho V, 1

Seabra C, 1

University of
Évora

University of
Coimbra

5 Economy|Industry|Sharing
Economy 2 2019-2 99.362 5 Amaro S, 1 Polytechnic

Institute of Viseu

6 Land Use|Urban Growth|Transition
Rules 2 2016-1, 2019-1 99.083 8 Boavida-Portugal

I, 1
University of

Lisbon

7 Technology|Models|Usage
Intention 2 2017-1, 2018-1 99.856 6 Alves H, 1 University of

Beira Interior

8 Analytic|Industry|Analytics BDA 1 2018-1 99.444 3 Nave M, 1 ISCTE-IUL,
Lisboa

9 Augmented Reality|Virtual
Reality|Mobile Augmented 1 2020-1 99.080 3 Loureiro SMC, 1 ISCTE-IUL,

Lisboa

10
Corporate Social

Responsibility|CSR|Social
Responsibility

1 2017-1 99.873 3 Miragaia DAM,
1

University of
Beira Interior

(1) Rank; (2) Topic prominence; (3) Number of articles; (4) Publication year; (5) Prominence percentile; (6) Number
of authors studying; (7) Top first author and number of articles; (8) First author’s affiliation.

The best-placed hospitality topics were “Food|Tourism|Culinary Tourism” and “Wine|Wines|Wine
Consumers.” With six papers each, these two topics were tied in 6th place, along with “Shopping
Tourism.” The only other hospitality topic within the top 10 of this percentile was “Hotels” (10th
place—five papers). The topics emerged around 2013 and were mainly studied by scholars affiliated
with the Universidade Nova de Lisboa and the University Institute of Lisbon (ISCTE-IUL).

Regarding the 99th–100th percentile, that is, the 1% best percentile on topic momentum and
visibility worldwide, two topics clearly stood out: “Tourism|Tourism Development|Community-based
Tourism” and “Social Media|Reviews|Electronic Word-of-Mouth,” with 27 and 22 articles, respectively.
For comparison, the third best-placed topic in this percentile was “Industry|Manufacture|Service
Ecosystems,” with only four papers. All the other topics in the top 10 had one or two papers.

The first article by a Portuguese scholar on “Tourism|Tourism Development|Community-based
Tourism” to be published in a paper of this percentile came out in 1997. However, the next publication
would only take place 13 years later, in 2010, when Portuguese studies on the topic started to be
relatively frequent in this percentile. The topic was mostly researched by scholars from the University
of Algarve. Papers on “Social Media|Reviews|Electronic Word-of-Mouth,” naturally, emerged much
later. The first study by a Portuguese scholar in this percentile was published in 2012. Since then,
about one paper per year was published until 2017, when a more prominent growth started to take
place. In 2019, nine papers on the topic were published in this percentile by Portuguese scholars.
The topic was mostly researched by scholars from the ISCTE-IUL.

4.2. Portuguese Institutions’ TLHM Research Performance

Top 10 Institutions by Author Appearances

Three Portuguese institutions clearly stood out in terms of TLHM research production, as illustrated
in Figure 8: ISCTE-IUL, University of Algarve, and University of Aveiro. Among the first authors of
the analyzed papers, 86, 72 and 71, respectively, were affiliated with these institutions.
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Regarding collaboration among scholars from different institutions, the University of Algarve,
the Technical University of Lisbon, and the University of Aveiro were those with the highest degree of
collaboration, and, consequently, with the largest network of co-authored publications. These data are
graphically represented in a Sankey diagram (Figure 9), which allows visualizing the most relevant
institutions, topics (keywords), and authors in terms of inter-institution collaboration. Within this graph,
the larger the size of the colored rectangles, the higher the frequency of a certain institution, keyword,
or author within the collaboration network. Moreover, the connection nodes (the lines connecting
institutions, keywords, and authors) vary in thickness, depending on the number of connections.
In this context, the graph shows that topics like “tourist destination,” “tourist behavior,” “tourism
market,” and “tourist management” are those that mostly gathered scholars from different institutions.
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Figure 10 shows the collaborative networks among the institutions with which the most prominent
authors were affiliated. Within the graph, these relationships are represented by nodes (the points
representing institutions) and edges (the links connecting nodes). In this context, the graph allows
visualizing the most direct collaborative networks among institutions. The results reiterated the
robustness of the University of Algarve, the Technical University of Lisbon, and the University of
Aveiro, in terms of cooperation. They also showed that cooperation among scholars from these three
universities was strong and that those scholars also carried out a significant volume of collaborative
work with those affiliated with less prominent institutions.
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4.3. Portuguese TLHM Authors’ Performance

4.3.1. Authors’ General Performance

Two Portuguese TLHM authors stood out in terms of longevity, as shown in Figure 11: Rita, P.,
from ISCTE-IUL and Kastenholz, E., from the University of Aveiro. Rita, P., published his first paper
in 1994 and was not very prolific during his early career, with the following publications appearing
only six years later, followed by a 13 year hiatus. As of 2013, the author’s publications became more
numerous and frequent, so that, in 2019, he published six papers in high-impact journals. Kastenholz,
in turn, published her first paper in 1999 and started ramping up production in 2010 (from 2000–2009,
only two other papers were published). After a three-year hiatus, the author regained momentum in
2016, reaching a peak of six papers in 2018.

The transition from the 2000s to the 2010s also marked the blossoming of the research careers of
other prolific authors, who have maintained a superior level of publications since then. This was the
case of Costa, C., from the University of Aveiro, whose first high-impact paper was published in 2011;
Correia, A., from the University of Algarve, who started publishing in 2006; and Barros, C.P., from the
Technical University of Lisbon, who started one year before.
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In terms of article appearances, as shown in Table 7, a total of 639 Portuguese authors have
published TLHM research in Q1 and Q2 journals since 1986, and the list of first authors included
273 scholars.

Table 7. Top 10 authors by article appearances in journals.

Authors’ Number of Articles by SJR Q1, Q2
Sample = 639

1st author’s Number of Articles by SJR Q1, Q2
Sample = 273

Rank: Author: Absolute
Frequency:

Relative
Frequency: Rank: Author: Absolute

Frequency:
Relative

Frequency:

1 Correia A 35 0.021 1 Barros CP 18 0.03
2 Kastenholz E 27 0.016 2 Correia A 16 0.02
3 Barros CP 26 0.015 3 Loureiro SMC 16 0.02
4 Brochado A 21 0.012 4 Brochado A 12 0.02
5 Loureiro SMC 21 0.012 5 Kastenholz E 10 0.01
6 Costa C 20 0.012 6 Carneiro MJ 6 0.01
7 Rita P 20 0.012 7 Carvalho I 6 0.01
8 Eusébio C 15 0.009 8 CR S 6 0.01
9 Carneiro MJ 14 0.008 9 Moro S 6 0.01

10 Moro S 11 0.006 10 Amaro S 5 0.008

Authors’ number of articles by SJR Q1
Sample = 573

1st author’s number of articles by SJR Q1
Sample = 104

Rank: Author: Absolute
Frequency:

Relative
Frequency: Rank: Author: Absolute

Frequency:
Relative

Frequency:

1 Correia A 25 0.02 1 Loureiro SMC 14 0.034
2 Kastenholz E 20 0.016 2 Barros CP 12 0.029
3 Loureiro SMC 18 0.015 3 Correia A 11 0.027
4 Barros CP 16 0.013 4 Kastenholz E 8 0.019
5 Rita P 16 0.013 5 CR S 6 0.014
6 Brochado A 12 0.01 6 Moro S 6 0.014
7 Costa C 11 0.009 7 Amaro S 5 0.012
8 Eusébio C 11 0.009 8 Brochado A 5 0.012
9 Kozak M 10 0.008 9 Do Valle PO 4 0.009

10 Mendes J 9 0.007 10 Mohsin A 4 0.009

4.3.2. Authors’ Topic Prominence

Regarding the authors’ topic prominence, as previously addressed, the most prominent TLHM
topics researched by Portuguese scholars were “Tourism|Tourism Development|Community-based
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Tourism,” with a 99.914 prominence percentile, and “Social Media|Reviews|Electronic Word-of-Mouth”
(99.377 prominence percentile). The leading Portuguese authors on “Tourism|Tourism
Development|Community-based Tourism” were Costa, C., from the University of Aveiro, and Silva, J.A.,
from the University of Algarve, both with four papers. Regarding “Social Media|Reviews|Electronic
Word-of-Mouth,” the rank was led by Moro, S., with six papers; followed by Rita, P., with five.
Both scholars were affiliated with ISCTE-IUL. The rank of authors’ best topic prominence is detailed in
Table 8.

Table 8. Top 10 authors’ best topic prominence percentile 99–100.

Authors’ Topic Prominence: Percentile 99–100

Tourism|Tourism Development|Community-based Tourism
Sample = 67

Rank: Author: Absolute Frequency: Relative Frequency: Institution:

1 Costa C 4 0.048 University of Aveiro
2 Silva JA 4 0.048 University of Algarve
3 Carneiro MJ 3 0.036 University of Aveiro
4 Ribeiro MA 3 0.036 University of Surrey
5 Eusébio C 3 0.036 University of Aveiro
6 Kastenholz E 2 0.024 University of Aveiro
7 Panyik E 2 0.024 Catholic University of Portugal
8 Pinto P 2 0.024 University of Algarve
9 Breda Z 2 0.024 University of Aveiro
10 Almeida J 1 0.012 University of Aveiro

Social Media|Reviews|Electronic Word-of-Mouth
Sample = 50

Rank: Author: Absolute Frequency: Relative Frequency: Institution:

1 Moro S 6 0.084 ISCTE-IUL, Lisboa
2 Rita P 5 0.070 ISCTE-IUL, Lisboa
3 Guerreiro J 3 0.042 ISCTE-IUL, Lisboa
4 Loureiro SMC 3 0.042 ISCTE-IUL, Lisboa
5 Antonio N 2 0.028 ISCTE-IUL, Lisboa
6 Batista F 2 0.028 ISCTE-IUL, Lisboa
7 Bilro RG 2 0.028 ISCTE-IUL, Lisboa
8 Brochado A 2 0.028 ISCTE-IUL, Lisboa

9 Nunes L 2 0.028 Centre for Informatics and
Systems, University of Coimbra

10 Oliveira C 2 0.028 ISCTE-IUL, Lisboa

4.3.3. Authors’ Collaboration Network

The analysis of the Portuguese TLHM authors’ collaboration network, which is graphically
represented in Figure 12, revealed that the most prominent author in this regard was Correia, A.
The author’s network is concentrated in three direct edges (links). Amongst these, the link with
Kozac, M., from Mugla University, Turkey, is the most expressive connection. The two other edges are
with Barros, C., from the Technical University of Lisbon, and Santos, C., from University of Illinois
at Urbana, United States. Moreover, a direct edge (link) with Assaf, A.G., from the University of
Massachusetts, United States, stems from the node between Correia, A., and Barros, C.A., similar link
emerges from Correia, A.’s, connection with Santos, C. This edge connects the authors to Vieira, J.,
from the University of Azores, Portugal.
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The second most prominent author was Kastenholz, E., from the University of Aveiro. Analogous to
Correia, A., this author’s network is concentrated in three direct edges (links). The most expressive
connection is with Loureiro, S., from ISCTE-IUL. The other two edges connect the author to Eusébio,
C., and Carneiro, M., both from the University of Aveiro. A direct edge (link) with Guerreiro, J.,
from ISCTE-IUL, stems from Kastenholz, E.’s, connection with Loureiro S.

The third most prominent author in terms of collaborations was Rita, P. The author’s network is
concentrated in four direct edges (links). In order of expressiveness, those edges connect the author
to Moro, S., Brochado, A., Oliveira, C., and Guerreiro, J., all from Portuguese institutions. Three of
these connected authors were from ISCTE-IUL. The only exception was Oliveira, C., who was affiliated
with the Nova Information Management School. From the node between Rita, P., and Brochado, A.,
stems a direct link with two scholars from foreign universities: Stoleriu, O., from Alexandru Ioan
Cuza University, Romania; and Mohsin, A., from the University of Waikato, New Zealand. Moreover,
two more links stem from this node, connecting the authors to two more scholars from ISCTE-IUL:
Lupu, C., and Lengler, J.

The fourth most prominent author in terms of collaboration was Costa, C., from the University
of Aveiro. The author had the largest collaboration network, concentrated in six direct edges (links).
The edges link Costa, C., to Carvalho, I., (University of Aveiro)—the strongest connection—Breda, Z.,
(European University), Torres, A., (University of Porto), Lykke, N., (Technical University of Lisbon),
Bakas, F., (University of Aveiro), and Costa, R., (University of Évora).
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5. Discussion

5.1. TLHM Country Performance Model

The SciVal platform measures a country’s overall research performance through five indicators:
scholar output (number of publications), authors (number of authors), field-weighted citation impact
(the ratio of citations received relative to the expected world average for the subject field), citations
count (total citations received by publication), and citations per publication (average number of
citations). However, the analysis carried out in the present study revealed that assessing a country’s
performance on a specific research topic goes beyond the number of publications and authors or
citation averages, as it requires a more in-depth analytical assessment. In this context, to assess a
country’s research performance on TLHM, the present investigation proposed a model based on three
analysis dimensions, each measured by several indicators (see Figure 13).
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5.2. Country’s Overall Performance in TLHM

The first dimension was called country’s overall performance. It included five indicators,
each comprising a set of outputs: number of articles, number of authors, averages—of four different
outputs—research domain, and topic prominence.

The first indicator, number of articles, was a useful output to make comparisons among countries
but it was not enough. The author’s indicator showed that, depending on the output, the results varied.
For example, the number of Portuguese authors publishing in TLHM was 639. However, the number
of author appearances was 1167. These two indicators showed that there were authors with several
publications (there were exactly 603 authors of multi-authored documents). The same was true for the
different averages.

In the authors’ outputs, the model considered two qualitative variables: pioneering authorship
and top 10 authors’ production over time. In the case of pioneering authorship, the indicator framed
Portuguese research historically and geographically in TLHM and four Portuguese papers stood
out. The first was a paper by Duncan, C., the first Portuguese paper on TLHM registered at Scopus.
The author was affiliated with the University of East Asia, Macau, which at the time was a Portuguese
territory. The article discussed the conflict between historic preservation and development and was
published in Cities. The second was published by Costa Lobo, M., in the same journal, and addressed
the planning of the City of Porto. The third paper is an exploratory study on franchising published by
Gonçalves, V.F.C., and Duarte, M.M.C., from the Technical University of Lisbon, in 1994. The fourth
paper, by Rita, P., and Moutinho, L., was the first Portuguese paper published in Annals of Tourism
Research. The study is an expert system proposal for tourist offices. In sum, the fact that an author was
pioneering in a knowledge area is historically relevant and reveals the excellence of his/her performance.
The top 10 authors’ production over time indicator revealed the uniformity of the authors’ scientific
production, i.e., those who kept investigating the scientific area. Two Portuguese TLHM authors stood
out in terms of uniformity over time, Rita, P., from ISCTE-IUL, and Kastenholz, E., from the University
of Aveiro.

Concerning the research domain indicator, the results of the analysis demonstrated that hospitality
studies represented only 8.7% of the scientific production in Portugal. This value was quite low
considering that, as the definition of tourist implies accommodation, the lodging industry is a core
tourism activity that leverages the importance of hospitality for the country’s economy; indeed, tourism
activity is very important for the Portuguese economy as in 2017 it was directly responsible for 17.3% of
the overall GDP and 20.4% of total employment, with growth prospects in the following years for both
indicators [46]. Moreover, considering the number of Portuguese schools offering hospitality training,
it is of vital importance that scientific production in this area in high-impact journals is increased.
The dichotomy of knowledge creation was widely discussed by several authors like Cooper [47],
Horng and Lee [48], and Tribe [49,50]. There is a consensus that knowledge transfer should include
tacit and explicit knowledge. Chen et al. [51], reflecting on Swiss hospitality training, concluded
that “vocational education exposes its limitations as it plays up knowledge transfer in a narrowly
defined area while playing down knowledge creation in areas that may have enormous potential in
the future” (p. 21). Thus, considering that tourism is a systematic area, it was of extreme importance to
introduce this output in the two domains, tourism and hospitality, in order to describe a country’s
overall performance.

The topic prominence indicator, the results of the SciVal prominence percentile by 11 percentile
portions, revealed that 92% of Portuguese research topics were above the 50th percentile, and 59% of
topics were in the 90th percentile, i.e., in the 10% best in the world in terms of momentum and visibility.
Moreover, 14% of Portuguese publications in TLHM were positioned in the highest SciVal prominence
percentile, 99–100, i.e., the 1% of the best in the world. Outside the area of TLHM, particularly in
science and technology, bibliometric studies feature prominence percentile to characterize research
performance. As argued by Waltman and Schreiber [52], this indicator reflects the proportion of
frequently cited publications, for instance, the proportion of publications that belong to the top 10%
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most frequently cited in their field. It was, therefore, justified to introduce it in the bibliometric studies
in the tourism and hospitality fields.

5.3. Country’s Journal Performance in TLHM

The number of papers published in leading journals was a relevant indicator. As stated by
Park et al. [5], in this new millennium, “the number of research articles published in quality journals is
one way to rate productivity and determine which institutions and countries should be recognized as
leaders in the field” (p. 382). Even more so, as advised by Horng and Lee [48] and Chen et al. [51],
hotel schools should bring to their educational programs solid theoretical models that enable students
to adopt broader skills and abandon their vocational ethos.

Considering journal productivity, bibliometric analyses in tourism generally focus only on journal
ranking (e.g., Jogaratnam et al. [4]) or the most cited papers in journals (Merigó et al. [1]). However,
a more in-depth analysis was needed, considering that SJR journals are scored differently. Within the
present investigation, results revealed that 53% of the overall Portuguese TLHM research was published
in journals with SJR > 1 and the remaining articles (47%) in journals with SJR < 1. Even more, 16% of
Portuguese articles were in SJR > 2. This was a valuable indicator to qualify a country’s performance
in comparison to other countries in the future.

5.4. Country’s Institution Performance in TLHM

Within the proposed model, a country’s institution performance was measured through three
indicators: number of institutions by author appearances, authors (with four indicators) and institutions’
collaboration. “Authors” included four outputs, as results revealed significant differences between
them (rankings changed, depending on the type of analysis, see Tables 7 and 8), e.g., in the output
number of articles per author the rank was led by Correia, A., from the University of Algarve and
Kastenholz, E., from the University of Aveiro, with 35 and 27 papers, respectively. However, the results
showed that the ranking changed when the analysis focused on authors of single-authored papers;
in this case, the ranking was led by Barros, C.P., with 18 first authorships, followed by Correia, A.,
and Loureiro, S.M.C., from the University of Aveiro, both with 16. Kastenholz, E., comes in fifth,
with 10 first authorships. When considering only SJR Q1 journals, that is, those with the highest
impact factor, the general authorship rank was, once again, led by Correia, A., with 25 appearances,
followed by Kastenholz, E., with 20 articles, and Loureiro, S.M.C., with 18. When considering first
authorships in Q1 journals, Correia, A., dropped to third place, with 11 first authorships, and the rank
was led by Loureiro, S.M.C., with 14 articles of first authorship, followed by Barros, C.P., with 12. Thus,
the detailed analysis of first authorship in SJR journals revealed that the rankings of appearance in
papers (which included both first authorship or co-authorship in general) and first authorship were
different, in both Q1 and Q2 journals. It is ethically accepted in academia that, in some areas of scientific
knowledge, the first author assumes the responsibility for the research, and therefore, his/her output is
superior to that of the other co-authors. Therefore, first authorship was adopted as a complementary
output within authors.

Concerning institutions’ collaboration output, collaboration among authors was pointed out as
a way of knowledge creation and dissemination [51], which leads to competitive advantages in the
tourism industry [53]. The results of the analyses of the network connections revealed that the most
prolific institutions in numbers of articles were also those that had the most network connections
(see Figures 10 and 12), as the ranking of both was led by ISCTE-IUL, Lisboa, the University of Algarve,
and the University of Aveiro.

6. Conclusions

The present study aimed to assess a sustainable methodological bibliometric analysis model
to analyze a country’s research performance in a certain area, in this case, to design an assessment
model to measure a country’s performance on TLHM research. To this end, Portugal was adopted as
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the study setting, and a representative portion of the country’s scientific production on TLHM was
gathered through a search of Q1 and Q2 journals on Scopus. More specifically, the final database
encompassed 572 papers published by 639 authors in 51 different high-impact journals (Q1 and Q2),
over 26 years. The data were analyzed adopting a balance between qualitative and quantitative
analysis and including an innovative approach by crossing two bibliometric methods: relational and
evaluative techniques. These analyses led to the proposition of the assessment model, which included
23 variables grouped in three dimensions: overall country performance, country’s journal performance,
country’s institution performance.

6.1. Implications of Mapping Portuguese Scientific Production in TLHM

Data showed that, from 572 papers considered within the analysis, 405 were Q1 and 166 were Q2.
Regarding Portuguese institutions, three clearly stood out in terms of TLHM research performance:
ISCTE-IUL (Lisbon), University of Algarve, and University of Aveiro. These institutions were not
only those with the highest publication numbers but also with the best collaboration performance,
in terms of network and keywords plus network. Moreover, the authors with the highest performance
indices were also affiliated with those institutions. It should also be noted that these institutions were
the ones in Portugal that had doctoral programs in tourism. However, by increasing the polytechnic
research funding program, it is expected that they will grant the Doctor’s degree in accordance with
the recent change in the Portuguese law (Decree-Law 65/2018 of 16 August 2020). Even polytechnics
already teach in doctoral programs, in partnership with the universities, and this window will open an
opportunity for greater and better research co-authorships.

Such a result corroborated Ye et al.’s [19] view on collaborative research activity, according to
which it is highly associated with research productivity. The result was also in line with Park et al.’s [5]
conclusions, which indicate that the development of knowledge can be mainly based on co-authorships.

Results also showed that Portuguese TLHM research collaboration has grown over time,
mainly from 2010 onwards, when 99th–100th percentile topics emerged. Moreover, the collaboration
mean has grown over time, especially as of 2006, reaching over three authors from 2016 to 2020.
This coincided with the period in which the overall number of published papers was the highest,
which strengthens the link between collaboration and research production. Still regarding collaboration,
results also corroborated the arguments of Xiao and Smith [54], according to which collaboration helps
capture new research topics in a certain research area. The analysis of Portuguese topic prominence over
time revealed that, as of 2010, when collaboration intensified, a significant portion of topics emerged at
the highest percentiles. Regarding the specific topics with the highest prominence, two clearly stood out:
Tourism Development/Community-based Tourism and Social Media. Thus, it is obvious that research
collaboration improves productivity and is therefore a clear indicator of a country’s performance.

6.2. Implications of Including the Research Domain and Topic Prominence to Map Scientific Production in
TLHM and to Characterize the Country’s Overall Performance

Given that tourism is an interdisciplinary [55] and complex area [56], this study concluded that
the performance of a country’s research is different, depending on whether the focus is on the tourism
or hospitality research domain. In the case of the Portuguese TLHM research in high-impact journals,
hospitality research represented only 8.7%. This is a very small value for the weight that the hospitality
sector has in a country’s economy, considering that, in Portugal, the tourism sector represents 17.3% of
the overall GDP and 20.4% of total employment [46].

This study concluded that two more variables are needed to evaluate a country’s research
performance, the SciVal topic prominence and percentile. In the case of the Portuguese TLHM research,
45% of scientific production was published in the 90th percentile. For bibliometric researchers, the study
brings a new indicator to map science and to qualify the research performance of a country, institution,
or author. For TLHM authors, the study reveals gaps in research and emerging research areas by
identifying research topics that are growing or declining. Moreover, for Portuguese authors, this study
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identifies where they are on TLHM, how they can identify new collaborations and what research
topics does a journal cover. For journal managers, this study identifies expert reviewers on a topic.
For Portuguese universities, this research contributed to understanding the impact of TLHM research
in Portugal. For worldwide institution managers, this research identifies the most prolific Portuguese
authors and institutions on several TLHM subjects. Finally, for destination managers, this research
identifies the trends and dynamics in TLHM and the areas with the greatest financing potential
(the emerging topics and those positioned in the best percentiles).

6.3. Why Is the SCImago Journal Ranking (SJR) Score the Most Relevant Indicator of a Journal’s Productivity
to Define a Country’s Performance?

This study concluded that, of the 572 articles published by Portuguese researchers in high-impact
TLHM journals, only 16% of papers were positioned in SJR > 2. This indicated that a bibliometric
analysis of journal scores is necessary to assess journal performance. Thus, a first practical implication
of this study is that future bibliometric researchers adopt the journal scores analysis to assess country
performance as it proves to be a useful indicator that can be used for comparative performance
analysis among countries. The second practical implication concerns universities: they should
encourage their researchers to publish in journals with higher scores, as advocated by Wang and
Shapira [29], since high-impact articles are associated with acknowledged funding, compared with
low-impact articles.

6.4. Why Use a Methodological Bibliometric Analysis Model to Analyze Country Performance in TLHM?

The present study provides an original methodological contribution, as it is the first bibliometric
attempt to bring the topic prominence analysis to map TLHM research performance. Moreover,
the proposed methodological bibliometric analysis model can be employed by further studies to
assess the performance of other countries in terms of TLHM research performance, and even in other
research areas. The study also brings about a clear practical, contextual contribution, as it provides a
clear picture of the Portuguese research structure and performance on TLHM, which might serve as
a benchmark for evaluating other countries’ performance. In addition, the proposed model did the
mapping of country research on three analysis dimensions (country’s overall performance, country’s
journal performance and country’s institution performance), each measured by several indicators and
through two bibliometric methods—relational and evaluative techniques—which give it a systematic
and therefore sustainable bibliometric view. This approach to sustainable bibliometric analysis is in line
with the one advocated by Garrigos-Simon et al. [57] and Serrano et al. [23], that multi-disciplinarity
applied to bibliometric analysis presents itself as an enabling methodology. Thus, the proposed model
may also serve as a general orientation for scholars selecting future bibliometric analysis of country
performance and as an answer the following question: What is the best way to evaluate a country’s
research performance output?

6.5. Concept for Country Research Rerformance in TLHM

Country research performance in TLHM is a sustainable systemic bibliometric analysis model
with an integrated vision that adopts multiple bibliometric indicators inserted into three dimensions of
performance. It is not possible to talk about a country’s TLHM research performance only through
isolated metrics. The approach must go much further than that. In the overall performance dimension
of a country, this study revealed that pioneering research in TLHM is a variable to be considered.
An author or institution being a pioneer in a particular scientific area gives them predominance,
prestige, and visibility. In the case of this study applied to Portugal, the pioneering study in TLHM
emerged in Macao at the hands of Ducan, C., of the University of East Asia, an outcome that was
related to the history of the country. Furthermore, the results of the top 10 authors over time revealed
that there are consistent authors over time and others who are sporadically dedicated to the study
of TLHM. Although this variable has a qualitative character, it reveals that the performance of a
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researcher cannot be measured solely by the number of papers produced. In addition, different author
productivity analyses reveal different outputs, the ranks vary whether the author is first author or
co-author, the ranks vary whether the analysis is done in journals with different SJR scores, and the
ranks vary whether the analysis is done on the topic prominence of higher quartiles.

6.6. Limitations and Future Research Lines

Despite the clear methodological and practical contributions, this investigation also has its
limitations. The study is not necessarily cross-sectional, as the database included research documents
published only in TLHM journals and all articles published in other indexing areas were excluded from
this work. In addition, it was limited to a single country. Therefore, there is no definitive evidence that
the variables selected for the theoretical model can reliably measure the performance of other countries.
Moreover, the study only adopted the Scopus database of Q1 and Q2 journals. Future research may test
the bibliometric analysis model in other databases, as well as extend it to Q3 and Q4 Scopus journals.

To overcome such a limitation, future studies should test the proposed methodological bibliometric
model with a database comprising the TLHM production of other countries. Finally, the present study
corroborated some previous authors’ statements regarding the relationship between collaboration and
research performance. In this context, exploring this relationship further is another fertile avenue for
future studies.
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